
One bag.  Two sizes.
You never know when you’ll need extra room 
to carry more, but you also don’t want to carry 
a bigger bag than you have to.  The Laptop 
Armor Expandable Bag is like having two bags 
in one.  Simply unzip the center zipper and the 
accessories compartment doubles in size.

laptop armor expandable bag

Ergonomic design lightens your load.
Special care was taken to make the Expandable 
Bag comfortable to carry.  The synthetic leather 
handle is positioned so your arm rests comfortably 
against your body.  This ensures that you’re not 
off-balance, and makes heavy loads feel lighter.
A detachable, padded shoulder strap
is also included.

Pocket and fi le storage, inside and out. 
The Expandable Bag has multiple internal and 
external pockets, for stowing all of your mobile 
gear.  It also has a removable magazine/fi le 
organizer, for maximum fl exibility.

Hard frame.  Soft padding.
The key to Laptop Armor’s protective capability is the combination 
of a rigid ABS frame and a padded foam interior.  The patented 
Corner Protection System surrounds the edges of your laptop with 
multiple layers of foam, insulating it from the outer frame of the 
laptop compartment.  In the event of a fall, the ABS frame absorbs 
most of the impact, while Foam Spacers cushion your laptop and 
keep its fragile corners away from the collision.

hard cases in disguise.

Real protection.  Really affordable.
Matias’ award-winning Corner Protection 
System™ is now more affordable than ever 
before.  The Laptop Armor Stretch Bag was 
designed to offer superior drop protection, at the 
lowest possible cost.  Don’t risk your laptop in 
anything less than Laptop Armor.

laptop armor stretch bag

$49.95
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$99.95

Custom fi t to your laptop. 
Laptop Armor’s patented Foam Spacer design is adjustable 
to custom fi t virtually any laptop or notebook computer with 
a 12”-15” screen (measured diagonally).  Velcro-backed 
Foam Spacers are used to re-size the laptop compartment, 
matching it to the size and shape of your laptop and ensuring 
a snug fi t, while the velcro-backed central strap holds your 
laptop securely in place.

Front stretch pocket.  Back fi le pocket.
The Laptop Armor Stretch Bag is compact, but 
can also store a surprising amount of extra gear.  
The front pocket is neoprene on the outside and 
plastic on the inside (laptop side).  The neoprene 
allows it to stretch to accommodate whatever 
accessories you put in it, while the plastic (and 
padding) ensures that they don’t touch your laptop.  
A back fi le pocket can hold fi les or magazines.

Fits Max. Laptop Size External Case Size Weight

Expandable Bag most 12” – 15” laptops
14” x 10.5” x 3”

35.6 x 26.7 x 7.6 cm
17” x 15” x 5.25 – 11”

 43.2 x 38.1 x 13.3 – 27.9 cm
5.00 lb
2.27 kg 

Fits Max. Laptop Size External Case Size Weight

Stretch Bag most 12” – 15” laptops
14” x 10.5” x 3”

35.6 x 26.7 x 7.6 cm
17” x 14” x 3.25”

43.2 x 35.6 x 8.3 cm
2.73 lb 
1.24 kg


